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ABSTRACT
This paper will present an approach in design optimization of a proprotor in a forward flight condition with several
acoustic objective functions that simulate community response. An adjoint-capable blade element momentum theory
(BEMT), implemented in CCBlade.jl, will be used to compute the blade forces and inflow properties required to
compute tonal and broadband noise using the second-generation Aircraft NOise Prediction Program (ANOPP2). The
influence of broadband noise, observer location, and choice of perception constraint on optimized values of rotation
rate, chord distribution, and twist angle will be shown. It is determined that broadband self-noise is an influential
source noise mechanism in the design optimization when frequency weighting is used to predict the noise at an out-
of-plane observer position.

NOTATION

English:
c∞ speed of sound, m/s
c blade section chord, in
C monopole radiation coefficient, m−1s−2

dB decibel, ref: 20 µ Pa, dB
D proprotor diameter, in
D ,E dipole radiation coefficients, m−1 m−1s−1

f integration surface defined by f = 0
z integration line (quarter chord)
FFF blade section force, N/m
h trailing edge bluntness, in
H Heaviside function
K blade section spanwise length, m
LLL dipole source term, kgm−1s−2

L perception constraint, dB or dBA
M Mach number
p pressure, Pa
P proprotor pitch, in
Q monopole source strength, kgm−1s−2

r radial location on blade, in
R blade radius, in
t observer time, sec
T proprotor thrust, lbs
TTT Lightill stress tensor, kgm−1s−2

u time-independent coordinate
v velocity, m/s
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xxx spatial location, m
yyy blade section spatial location, m
Greek:
α effective angle of attack, rad
δ Dirac delta function
δ boundary layer thickness, in
η proprotor efficiency
λ induced inflow velocity, m/s
ρ density, kgm−3

τ retarded time, s
φ blade twist, rad
Ψ cross-sectional area, m2

ω proprotor rotation rate, rad/s
Subscript:
x1A Formulation 1A
xd dipole
xhub hub quantity
xk blade section index
xm monopole
xprop proprotor quantity
xp pressure side
xret evaluated at retarded time, τ
xs suction side
Superscript:
ẋ source time derivative
x∗ optimized value
x∗ displacement thickness
x′ perturbation value
x∞ freestream quantity
x̄ generalized function
Symbol:
�2 wave operator, 1/c2

∞
∂2/∂t2− ∂2/∂x2

i

INTRODUCTION

The potential proliferation of advanced air mobility (AAM)
vehicles has led to an opportunity for aeroacoustics to be in-
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cluded in the design cycle rather than a post-design correction.
AAM vehicles range in size from small unmanned aerial sys-
tems (sUAS) to larger, 6-passenger urban air mobility (UAM)
vehicles, and have missions that require operation in close
proximity to population who will be impacted acoustically.
The acoustic impact is typically measured in some value that
includes a measure of perception, such as frequency weight-
ing. Regardless of size, AAM vehicle design must include an
approximation of community impact during typical missions
in order to gain acceptance and widespread use. Therefore, a
design methodology is required where engineers can modify
design properties to maximize aerodynamic efficiency while
reducing community impact.
The computational tools required to perform design optimiza-
tion for AAM vehicles during typical missions must be ac-
curate. However, in addition to being accurate, the computa-
tional tools must also be fast due to the number of analysis
executions required during design cycles. Therefore, empha-
sis is placed on empirical models and reduced order methods
that model as much as possible and capture trends but sacri-
fice accuracy and flexibility. While full vehicle simulations
that include realistic objective functions and noise physics are
the ultimate goal of design optimization, current toolsets must
focus on component-based optimization to build up and vali-
date the simulations before being applied to full vehicles.
Propeller design optimization has been applied to propellers
for decades, with computational design optimization dating
back to the mid 1980s (Ref. 1). Over the past few years, focus
on AAM vehicles has progressed on many fronts with lim-
ited design variables, limited noise physics in the computa-
tional models, and limited perception constraints that do not
capture true community acceptance or emphasize broadband
noise (Refs. 2–5). Recently, there has been effort to compute
blade shape sensitivities to an acoustic metric for wing tip-
mounted proprotors; however, these sensitivites have yet to
be included in a design cycle (Ref. 6).
Recently, NASA has coupled the multidisciplinary design op-
timization framework OpenMDAO (Ref. 7), sparse nonlinear
optimizer SNOPT (Ref. 8), the blade element momentum the-
ory tool CCBlade.jl (Ref. 9) and the second generation Air-
craft NOise Prediction Program ANOPP2 (Refs. 10, 11) to
perform an acoustically driven design optimization for a pro-
protor in forward flight (Ref. 12). In a similar effort (Ref. 13),
CCBlade.jl was coupled to AcousticAnalogies.jl, an imple-
mentation of the compact form (Ref. 14) of Farassat’s formu-
lation 1A (Refs. 15–17), and applied to a two-foot diameter
helically twisted proprotor, denoted C24ND. The C24ND de-
sign included a constant 1.5-inch chord and twist distribution,
φ, defined by Eq. 1, where r/R is the nondimensional radial
location, P is the propeller pitch of 16 inches, D is the rotor
diameter, and subscript k denotes radial station. The optimiza-
tion effort resulted in a blade design called the Computation-
ally Optimized PropRotor (COPR-3) where 3 denotes blade
count.

φk = TAN−1
( P
πD

R
rk

)
(1)

Both the C24ND and the COPR-3 proprotors were fabricated

(a) C24ND placed in NASA’s LSAWT.

(b) COPR-3 placed in NASA’s LSAWT.

Figure 1: Baseline C24ND and optimized COPR-3 propro-
tors.[Source: NASA]

and placed in the NASA Low Speed Aeroacoustic Wind Tun-
nel (LSAWT) at the NASA Langley Research Center, shown
in Fig. 1. The experimental campaign set out to validate the
design optimization process with performance and acoustic
measurements. The results of this experiment showed good
agreement with predictions (Ref. 18). Although the study in-
cluded only tonal noise, the optimization showed that by in-
creasing inboard chord length, decreasing tip chord length,
increasing the blade pitch, and decreasing rotation rotation
rate, a significant noise reduction could be achieved while si-
multaneously maximizing performance. Figure 2 shows the
one-third octave sound pressure level (SPL) spectrum from
the baseline C24ND design and from the efficiency-optimized
designs, with (COPR-3) and without an overall SPL (OASPL)
perception constraint.

The computational optimization effort that resulted in the
COPR-3 design included no installation effects, one axis-
aligned forward flight velocity, only tonal noise, one in-plane
observer location, and a perception constraint metric that did
not include the influence of human perception or community
impact. While the previous effort demonstrates the feasibility
of low-fidelity design optimization of UAM proprotors, UAM
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Figure 2: Computed tonal one-third octave SPL from
C24ND, efficiency optimized without perception constraint,
and COPR-3 proprotors.

vehicles typically have significant broadband content, operate
near communities where multiple observers may be impacted,
and include designs where proprotors operate near the air-
frame and may be impacted aerodynamically (Refs. 19–21).

This paper will explore the impact of including broadband
noise prediction, an out-of-plane observer location, and an
acoustic constraint that includes human impact in design op-
timization on the blade shape design.

BASELINE PROPROTOR DESIGN

NASA has invested much effort into addressing the accept-
ability of UAM vehicles. For example, the NASA Revolu-
tionary Vertical Lift Technology (RVLT) project is investi-
gating several UAM vehicle designs in an attempt to develop
tools applicable across a wide range of applications (Ref. 22).
Similarly, the NASA Transformational Tools and Technology
(TTT) project is collaborating with the Georgia Institute of
Technology to initiate the Research Aircraft for eVTOL En-
abling techNologies (RAVEN) activity (Ref. 23). The goal of
RAVEN is to design, develop, and flight test a 1,000 lb gross-
weight-class eVTOL research aircraft and to disseminate the
aircraft geometry and test data to support the research commu-
nity. The aircraft is being designed to use commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS) components to the maximum extent practica-
ble to save costs and to accelerate the development schedule;
however, since the goal of RAVEN is to disseminate geome-
try, the effort offers the ability to design proprotors that may
be ultimately fabricated in an attempt to reduce noise.

While the goal of the optimization process is to include as
much realism as possible, for instance multiple proprotors
similar to the work done by Zawodny et al. (Ref. 24), the base-
line design for this current work will include only an isolated
proprotor and of the scale to be fabricated and placed in the
NASA LSAWT. Also, in the spirit of dissemination, the base-
line design, while not a particularly realistic proprotor, must
be a design that is simple to describe (Ref. 18). The C24ND
propeller shown in Fig. 1a is a 3:1 scale, three-bladed helically
twisted propeller with a constant spanwise chord distribution
(c = const.), as well as a nominally spanwise-constant NACA
0012 airfoil profile. The helical twist distribution is defined
as in Eq. 1. The primary geometric properties of the C24ND
propeller are provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Geometric properties for the C24ND propeller.

Parameter Value
c, in. (mm) 1.5 (38.1)
P, in. (mm) 16.0 (406.4)
D, in. (mm) 24.0 (609.6)

COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION PROCESS

The computational design optimization process involves four
computational blocks: aerodynamic, source noise, perception
constraint, and a nonlinear optimization. These four compu-
tational blocks are coupled within the OpenMDAO frame-
work (Ref. 7). OpenMDAO is an open-source Python im-
plementation of the modular analysis and unified derivatives
(MAUD) (Ref. 25) approach to multidisciplinary design, anal-
ysis, and optimization (MDAO). OpenMDAO allows the ap-
plication developer to express an analysis as a connected se-
ries of components, where each component uses inputs to cal-
culate not only the outputs, but also the derivatives of the out-
puts with respect to the inputs. It then assembles these partial
derivatives together into a total derivative, i.e., the derivative
of the problem objective and constraints with respect to the
design variables. The OpenMDAO framework is used here to
couple together the aerodynamics, source noise predictions,
perception constraints, and an optimizer package called py-
OptSparse which is used to call SNOPT, a sparse nonlinear
optimizer (Ref. 8).

A simplified extended design structure matrix (XDSM)
(Ref. 26) showing the relationship between the computational
blocks is shown in Fig. 3. The k subscripts indicate a variable
that varies along the blade radial station and the ∗ superscripts
indicate the final optimized values returned by the optimizer.
The aerodynamic calculation takes information describing the
shape and motion of the propeller and calculates aerodynamic
performance metrics such as thrust and efficiency. It also re-
turns yyyk, the blade element locations in the same coordinate
system, and FFFk, the spanwise propeller loading generated by
each blade element. The source noise computational block
takes in the source information from the aerodynamic calcula-
tion and other parameters, such as observer location xxx, and re-
turns acoustic metrics predicted at that observer location such
as the acoustic pressure time history (APTH) and/or the one-
third octave proportional band SPL spectrum (PBS). The fi-
nal computational block takes in the acoustic metrics at the
observer locations and computes a final perception constraint
value that is provided to the optimizer.

At the start of the design process, the thrust, efficiency, and
acoustic constraint of the C24ND are predicted. This is shown
as the black diamond symbols in Fig. 4, which shows the
efficiency and RPM, and in Fig. 5, which shows the blade
properties. Afterward, the proprotor is optimized to provide
the best possible efficiency while maintaining a thrust con-
straint set to the value of the C24ND thrust. This is shown
as red square symbols in Figs. 4 and 5 and is denoted as
‘no acoustic constraint’. Then several more optimizations are
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c∗k, φ∗k, ω∗ Optimizer ck, φk, ω

Dhub, Dprop, v∞

ck, φk, ω

xxx, v∞, hk

η, Tη∗, T ∗ Aerodynamics yyyk, FFFk, λk, αk

Source Noise APTH, PBS

xxx, v∞

Acoustic
Perception

APTH∗, PBS∗

L∗ L

Figure 3: Extended design structure matrix (XDSM) for proprotor design optimization.

performed with an ever more restrictive acoustic constraint,
in 0.1 dB or dBA increments, while maintaining the same
thrust constraint. This starts with the acoustic constraint value
calculated from the ‘no acoustic constraint’ optimization un-
til either the optimizer has difficulty providing a design that
achieves both the required thrust and acoustic constraints or
an efficiency of 0.81 is reached. This defines a Pareto front
that couples efficiency to the acoustic constraint and is shown
as a blue line in Figs. 4 and 5. After the Pareto front is defined,
the acoustic constraint that results in an efficiency of 0.83 is
used to define a ‘target efficiency’ design that allows the com-
parison of blade designs using differing acoustic constraints.
This is denoted as green gradient symbols in Figs. 4 and 5.

A summary of the design optimization is the following:

• Objective:

– Maximize efficiency, η

• Design Variables:

– c(r), chord distribution at six spline control points

– φ(r), twist distribution at six spline control points

– ω, proprotor rotation speed

• Constraints:

– T , thrust at cruise

– L, acoustic perception metric

Each of the computational blocks shown in Fig. 3 is explained
further in the following sections.

Figure 4: Efficiency and RPM during proprotor design pro-
cess of COPR-3.

Aerodynamics

The propeller aerodynamics are predicted here using
blade element momentum theory (BEMT) implemented in
CCBlade.jl (Ref. 9). BEMT begins by dividing the blade
span into a finite number of radial stations, or “blade ele-
ments” (Ref. 27). Each blade element is treated as an inde-
pendent airfoil with associated lift and drag curves defined in
a C81 table. A control volume is then formed that encloses
the propeller and the flow far upstream and downstream. By
applying a momentum balance to this control volume and in-
cluding the interaction between the fluid and blade elements,
the velocity induced by the propeller in the axial and circum-
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Figure 5: Twist and chord blade properties during proprotor
design process of COPR-3.

ferential directions can be predicted. The induced velocities
can then be used to calculate desired propeller performance
metrics, such as the necessary input power, net torque and
thrust, and propeller efficiency.

While not as capable as more sophisticated vortex-based
methods (Ref. 28) or computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
(Refs. 11,29), BEMT works quite well for isolated proprotors
experiencing on-axis flow, and the computational efficiency
of BEMT makes it especially attractive for preliminary design
work (e.g., where a large number of designs are to be evalu-
ated quickly), and highly multidisciplinary design optimiza-
tions (e.g., where the propeller aerodynamics are one small
piece of a large computational model).

BEMT assumes that there is no interaction between radial
stations, and is thus not suitable for blades with significant
spanwise flow. The propeller blades considered in this work
are unswept and rather slender, making BEMT an appropriate
choice. The particular form of BEMT currently implemented
in CCBlade.jl assumes steady, level flight with the propeller
shaft axis aligned with the incoming flow. This implies that
the loads predicted by CCBlade.jl will be steady, i.e., they
will not be a function of azimuthal position or time. Fortu-
nately, steady propeller noise sources are expected to be the
most significant tonal source for the configuration considered
in this work (Ref. 30).

Source Noise

UAM vehicles generate many noise sources that contribute
to the overall noise signature. These include tonal noise
sources, such as periodic blade loading, blade-vortex inter-
action (BVI), and electric motor noise, and broadband noise
sources, such as broadband self-noise, turbulent ingestion
noise (TIN), blade-wake interaction (BWI), and rotor-wake

interaction (RWI). While all noise sources are important for
full vehicle noise prediction, this study will consist of the two
noise components most important for a single proprotor de-
sign: tonal noise and broadband self-noise.

The tonal noise content will be calculated by way of Faras-
sat’s Formulation 1A (F1A) (Refs. 15–17), implemented in
ANOPP2 (Ref. 10) as the ANOPP2 Farassat Formulations In-
ternal Functional Module (AFFIFM) (Ref. 31), which uses
generalized function theory (Ref. 32) and Lighthill’s stress
tensor (Refs. 33, 34) to define the acoustic pressure generated
by a noise-generating mechanism. F1A is derived by apply-
ing a free-space Green’s function to the Ffowcs Williams and
Hawkings (FWH) equation (Ref. 35), Eq. 2, which includes
two surface source terms and one volume source term. The
surface terms are identified by the Dirac delta function, δ( f ),
and the volume term is identified by the Heaviside function,
H( f ), where f is the time-dependent FWH surface. The sur-
face f can be impermeable, such as a rotor blade surface, or
permeable, such as a computational surface surrounding the
entire rotorcraft. In Eq 2, Q, LLLi, and TTT i j are the monopole,
dipole, and quadrupole source terms, respectively, and are
functions of the local flow properties and kinematics of the
surface. In typical low-speed applications such as UAM pro-
protors, the quadrupole term may be safely ignored.

�̄2 p′ =
∂

∂t
[Qδ( f )]−

∂

∂xxx
[LLLδ( f )] +

∂̄2

∂xxx∂xxx
[TTT H( f )] (2)

For reasons stated above, computational time is a strong driver
in computational method selection due to the number of cy-
cles required for design optimization. The compact assump-
tion applied to F1A can potentially reduce the costly evalu-
ation of a surface integral into a very efficient evaluation of
a line integral. Achieving the compact form of F1A requires
two assumptions: 1) the observer position is very far away
with respect to the characteristic size of the surface, typically
the chord length, and 2) the time it takes the noise to propa-
gate across the surface is much larger than the typical period
of surface pressure fluctuations. Both of these assumptions
are valid in this application. In this case, the surface integral
can be replaced by a line integral along the spanwise direc-
tion, and, if ignoring surface deformation, can reduce F1A to
its simplified compact form. This form includes a monopole
term, shown in Eq. 3, and a dipole term, shown in Eq. 4, where
the definition of the radiation coefficients, C1A, D1A, and E1A
can be found in Reference 14.

4π
ρ∞

p′m(xxx, t) =

∫
z=0

[
ΨC1AK

]
ret

du (3)

4πc∞p′d(xxx, t) =

∫
z=0

[
ḞFFD1AK

]
ret

du +

∫
z=0

[
FFFE1AK

]
ret

du (4)

The second noise source included in this study is caused
by the self-generated broadband turbulent boundary layer
interacting with the proprotor’s trailing edge causing self-
generated noise, also known as ‘broadband self-noise’. The
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broadband self-noise content will be calculated by leverag-
ing a semiempirical prediction methodology developed by
Brooks et al. (Ref. 36) who derived relationships between air-
foil Mach number, Reynolds number, and angle of attack to
boundary layer properties and, subsequently, boundary layer
properties to noise. This methodology was placed in a rotating
frame for the prediction of broadband self-noise for helicopter
main rotors (Refs. 37,38). The methodology described in Ref-
erences 37 and 38, excluding the broadband wake interaction,
has been implemented in ANOPP2 (Ref. 10) as the ANOPP2
Self-Noise Internal Functional Module (ASNIFM), which can
be executed by a command line interface called the ANOPP2
Broadband Acoustic Rotor Tool (ABART). Recently, ABART
was applied to UAM propellers to some success (Refs. 39,40).

Broadband self-noise consists of five source noise mecha-
nisms shown in Fig. 6, taken from Brooks et al. (Ref. 36): tur-
bulent boundary layer trailing edge (TBLTE), laminar bound-
ary layer vortex shedding (LBLVS), trailing edge separa-
tion/stall, bluntness vortex shedding (BVS), and tip vortex
formation. Broadband self-noise is significantly influenced by
surface roughness and, therefore, by the fabrication material
of the blade surfaces or trip configuration. In the current work,
we will be focusing on computational trip settings to simulate
a surface material like the isolated propeller test performed
previously (Ref. 18). This material emphasizes TBLTE noise
while suppressing LBLVS noise due to the surface roughness
that acts like a boundary layer trip.

There were three challenges encountered during the imple-
mentation and execution of ASNIFM for this design opti-
mization. The first challenge was selecting a series of em-
pirical constants used in the broadband self-noise prediction
that were applicable across all designs. Achieving the closest
predictions against measurements from Reference 18 required
selecting a trip setting of 0.5, which amounts to using an av-
erage of the untripped and fully tripped NACA 0012 airfoil,
taken from Brooks et al. (Ref. 36). The second challenge was
the baseline design’s high rotation rate, which resulted in tip
speeds that were well outside the bounds of the airfoil data
collected by Brooks et al. This caused broadband noise cal-
culations of higher RPM designs to be underpredicted; how-
ever, the trends (and therefore the designs) were acceptable
and led to appropriate, lower-RPM designs where the predic-
tions were more in line with measurements. Comparisons be-
tween predictions and measurements of C24ND and COPR-3
proprotors for several tip Mach numbers and advance ratios
will be published shortly after this work (Ref. 41). The third
challenge was that bluntness noise may vary with angle of at-
tack; this was not investigated by Brooks et al. and, therefore,
is not included in the BPM empirical method upon which AS-
NIFM is built. NASA is studying and improving the bluntness
noise model and an updated model will be included when it
becomes available (Ref. 41). Furthermore, using the Brooks
model for bluntness noise required empirical constants that
had to be calibrated depending on the design conditions. This
could not happen during successive iterations with an ever-
limiting acoustic constraint. As a result, the current optimiza-
tion effort does not include the bluntness noise mechanic.

(a) Turbulent bondary layer trailing edge (TBLTE)

(b) Laminar boundary layer vortex shedding (LBLVS)

(c) Trailing edge separation/stall

(d) Bluntness vortex shedding (BVS)

(e) Tip vortex formation

Figure 6: Flow conditions producing airfoil blade self-noise
(Ref. 36).

The result of AFFIFM is a time history of acoustic pressure
(APTH) and that of ASNIFM is a one-third octave PBS that
can be provided to the perception constraint portion of the
design optimization. In addition to the APTH for tonal noise
and PBS for broadband self-noise, AFFIFM and ASNIFM can
also provide the derivatives of those quantities with respect to
the inputs provided via backward differentiation, in a similar
manner as CCBlade.jl.
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Figure 7: A-weighting functions.

Acoustic Perception

Once the APTH for tonal noise and PBS for broadband self-
noise are determined by the source noise block of the opti-
mization computation, a perception constraint value is calcu-
lated in the constraint computational block of the design opti-
mization. There are several different potential perception con-
straints that may be calculated from the same source noise in-
put. These include total acoustic energy computations, such as
OASPL like that used previously in Ref. 12. This is adequate
for tonal noise, which contains a small number of closely
grouped, low-frequency tones; however, in the current work,
broadband noise will be studied, which includes, by defini-
tion, a broad range of frequencies including high frequencies
that are perceived as more impactful by a human. In the cur-
rent work, the ANOPP2 Acoustic Analysis Utility (AAAU)
will be leveraged to include techniques that account for hu-
man perception. A common technique is the A-weighting
attenuation curve, shown in Fig. 7, which emphasizes noise
at frequencies heard more efficiently by a human and sup-
presses noise at those not as efficiently heard by a human.
The C24ND was designed as a scale-model representation of
a UAM proprotor; however, A-weighting requires full-scale
frequencies. In this study, for the purpose of A-weighting, all
noise results are scaled to a 6-ft diameter proprotor similar to
that being designed for the RAVEN vehicle mentioned previ-
ously. The AAAU is also capable of providing derivatives to
derived quantities, such as A-weighted OASPL, with respect
to the inputs quantities, such as APTH and/or PBS.

In the previous work (Ref. 12), only one observer position
in the plane of the proprotor was used in the computation
that resulted in the COPR-3 design. Since the previous work
focused on tonal noise only, which is primarily an in-plane
noise source for these types of flight conditions, an in-plane
observer position was adequate. In the current work, broad-
band noise sources will be included in the acoustic constraint,
which are primarily out-of-plane noise sources. Additionally,
the ultimate goal of design optimization is to reduce human
perception of a UAM flight event. Figure 8 shows the polar
directivity of the noise emission toward an observer on the
ground, where 0◦ is the nose of the aircraft and 180◦ is the
tail, for three vehicle altitudes all traveling at the same veloc-
ity. Assuming the proprotor is in a vehicle thrust orientation,
where the rotation axis is aligned with the flight direction, a
polar angle of 90◦ is where the proprotor is oriented such that
the observer is in the plane of the proprotor. The range of

Figure 8: Polar directivity of level flyover events at notional
velocity.

reception time shown in Fig. 8 at this angle is shorter com-
pared to when the observer is behind the proprotor, where the
polar emission angle is 135◦. However, a polar angle of 90◦

is where the vehicle is closest to the observer. Therefore, for
community impact, both in-plane and out-of-plane observer
positions must be studied. In the current work, an in-plane
observer (11.6 proprotor radii away) and an observer oriented
behind the rotor (16.4 proprotor radii at 135◦) will be studied
separately. These correspond to microphone locations in the
LSAWT during the previous design optimization effort. How-
ever, note that the ultimate goal is to define an acoustic con-
straint metric that includes the entire directivity for a realistic
flight event. This type of acoustic constraint will require sev-
eral evaluations of source noise per acoustic constraint evalu-
ation and will be a challenge to execute in a design optimiza-
tion where many (thousands) of evaluations are required. This
will be the goal of follow-on work.

DESIGN PROPERTY SWEEPS

The evaluation of efficiency and acoustic constraints are cal-
culated for a large number of designs during the design op-
timization calculation, starting with the baseline C24ND and
ending with an optimized design that sacrifices efficiency for
a reduction in the acoustic constraint. An important character-
istic of the efficiency and acoustic constraints is their behavior
as related to various design properties. Before a design opti-
mization occurs, a study including sweeps of design proper-
ties can show potential local minima in efficiency and/or the
acoustic constraint that may give the optimizer problems re-
sulting in a failed design optimization. Three sweeps of de-
sign properties were performed, holding one of the three de-
sign properties constant and varying the other two. The base-
line design of the design property sweeps is the C24ND de-
sign with the exception of collective, which was increased by
10◦. This was chosen because during the design optimiza-
tion shown in the following section, the optimization quickly
sacrifices RPM for an increase in collective and the increase in
collective centers the sweep on design properties more closely
in line with those ultimately reached by the design optimiza-
tion. In addition, the chord was increased uniformly in order
to simplify the parameter sweep. This is not the case in the
design optimization that will be presented in the next section.

Figure 9 shows the proprotor efficiency under many combi-
nations of RPM, uniform chord length, and proprotor collec-
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(a) RPM and chord length design property sweeps of efficiency.

(b) RPM and collective design property sweeps of efficiency.

(c) Chord length and collective design property sweeps of efficiency.

Figure 9: Design property sweeps of chord length, collective,
and RPM of proprotor efficiency.

tive angle. Dashed lines indicate the intersection of the three-
dimensional design property sweeps for comparison. The
combinations of design properties that resulted in negative
thrust are excluded from the figures. In general, the efficiency
is well-behaved under many combinations of the design prop-
erties. One exception is at high values of chord shown in
Fig. 9a where the airfoil database upon which CCBlade.jl re-
lies may be malformed. These combinations of chord, twist,
and RPM are encountered during the design optimization and
did cause some computational difficulties; however, the de-
sign optimization was able to get through this region unaf-
fected. These airfoil tables will be improved in future itera-
tions of proprotor design optimization.

Figure 10 shows the total unweighted OASPL predicted in
the plane of the rotor calculated during the design property
sweeps. The breakdown of tonal and broadband noise is
not shown because the entire sweeps are dominated by tonal
noise. As expected, as the chord length at the tip or the tip
speed, via RPM, are increased, the in-plane noise increases
significantly. In addition, the collective angle only has a small

(a) RPM and chord length design property sweeps of OASPL.

(b) RPM and collective design property sweeps of OASPL.

(c) Chord length and collective design property sweeps of OASPL.

Figure 10: Design property sweeps of chord length, collec-
tive, and RPM of total noise, unweighted, in-plane OASPL.

influence on noise due to the dominance of the tonal noise
source, which is a strong function of the blade volume and
speed at the tip. Overall the design properties sweep is very
smooth, resulting in well-behaved functions ideal for design
optimization.

Figures 11 and 12 show the tonal and broadband noise, re-
spectively, for an A-weighted OASPL at the out-of-plane ob-
server position. Similar to the previous study, all curves are
relatively smooth and well behaved, numerically, which will
result in an overall well behaved design optimization. Several
characteristics of the acoustic constraint can be seen in these
figures. The first is that tonal noise is significantly reduced
and is, in general, on the order of the broadband noise. This
was not the case for the unweighted OASPL in the plane of the
proprotor. While some of the noise reduction can be attributed
to the observer being further away, the overwhelming majority
is due to the thickness noise directivity pattern, which is sig-
nificantly reduced out of the proprotor plane. Also, while the
loading noise has increased significantly, it did not increase at
a commensurate rate to overcome the reduction in thickness
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noise. The second characteristic is that the tonal noise is lower
than the broadband noise at lower RPM values, which was the
primary driver to noise reduction in the previous optimization
study conducted in the plane of the proprotor. This can clearly
be seen in design property sweeps of constant collective in
Figs. 11a and 12a and constant chord in Figs. 11b and 12b.
The third characteristic is the effect of collective on broad-
band noise at higher chord values in Fig. 12c. A higher collec-
tive and larger chord length would result in a larger boundary
layer and a shift in broadband noise from higher frequency to
a freqeuncy range more impacted by A-weighting. However,
even though the frequency weighting did increase the broad-
band noise impact in the shifted frequency, the BPM model
also includes a reduction in noise amplitude. The fourth char-
acteristic to note is that the broadband noise is the dominant
noise source at high collective and small chord length designs,
shown in Fig. 12c, but tonal noise is dominant at low collec-
tive and large chord length designs, shown in Fig. 11c. Since,
ultimately, the design properties will include many combina-
tions of twist and chord, this suggests that different parts of
the blade may include different dominant noise sources. This
will have to be investigated further in a follow-on effort.

Figure 13 shows the total, A-weighted OASPL at an observer
location out of the proprotor plane. As expected, the total
noise is a sum of tonal and broadband and has characteris-
tics of either tonal or broadband components depending on
which is the dominant noise source. In all three design prop-
erty sweeps, neither tonal nor broadband noise is the overall
dominant noise source. Surprisingly, the collective and chord
sweeps show the least amount of variation in the noise level.
This is surprising due to the nature of the tonal noise where
an increase in chord at the tip is a strong driver of noise.

These proprotor design property sweeps suggest two impor-
tant characteristics that will be encountered during the design
optimization. The first is that both tonal and broadband noise
are expected to be important and neither can be ignored. The
second is that all three design properties have a strong in-
fluence on the noise with, not surprisingly, RPM having the
strongest influence. In the next section, results from the de-
sign optimization for in the rotor plane and out of the rotor
plane, with and without A-weighting, will be shown. This
analysis includes a spectral analysis of each noise component.

DESIGN OPTIMIZATIONS

Design optimizations were performed for combinations of
source noise, frequency weighting, and observer position.
Figure 14 shows the efficiency and RPM for tonal noise only,
broadband noise only, and total noise using no frequency
weighting and an in-plane observer position. As expected,
tonal noise is the dominant factor and the blade shape result
of the total noise optimization is identical to the tonal noise
only blade shape shown in Fig. 5 where tonal noise is indis-
tinguishable from total noise. The blade shape is shown in
Fig. 15 for the unweighted, in-plane observer calculation in-
cluding the C24ND, no acoustic constraint, and for an acous-
tic constraint that included tonal noise only, broadband noise

(a) RPM and chord length design property sweeps of tonal
OASPL.

(b) RPM and collective design property sweeps of tonal OASPL.

(c) Chord length and collective design property sweeps of tonal
OASPL.

Figure 11: Design property sweeps of chord length, collec-
tive, and RPM of tonal noise only, A-weighted, out-of-plane
OASPL.

only, and total noise. Although it does not affect the blade
shape design result of the optimization, the broadband noise
only optimization does sacrifice blade twist for an increase in
chord length.

Figure 16 shows the unweighted one-third octave SPL spec-
trum for the tonal noise only, broadband noise only, and total
noise at the in-plane observer position for the C24ND, design
without an acoustic constraint, and target efficiency of 0.83.
Figure 16a show the tonal noise only predictions. The predic-
tions for the C24ND have significant higher harmonic content
and the optimized designs achieved significant noise reduc-
tion by first reducing that harmonic content. This is primarily
due to the reduction of volume at the tip of the proprotor be-
ing compensated by an increasing volume inboard and mov-
ing the loading inboard; while good for performance, this also
significantly reduces noise. This is shown in Fig. 17, which
shows the thickness and loading breakdown for the C24ND,
no acoustic constraint, and target effieincy designs at model-
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(a) RPM and chord length design property sweeps of broadband
OASPL.

(b) RPM and collective design property sweeps of broadband OASPL.

(c) Chord length and collective design property sweeps of broadband
OASPL.

Figure 12: Design property sweeps of chord length, collec-
tive, and RPM of broadband noise only, A-weighted, out-of-
plane OASPL.

scale frequencies. Interestingly, the C24ND is thickness noise
dominant but the no acoustic constraint design is loading
noise dominant. Figure 16b shows the broadband noise only
predictions. The broadband noise is evident above 500 Hz and
is reduced as a result of the optimization; however, this is due
to the tonal noise driving the design optimization, not because
the design optimization invested in broadband noise reduc-
tion specifically. The peak in the broadband noise is shifted to
lower frequencies and the amplitude is attenuated. This is due
to the increase in chord length, resulting in a larger boundary
layer and, therefore, reduced Strouhal number. Interestingly,
the largest reduction in noise on a per-frequency basis came
from the optimization without an acoustic constraint; limiting
the acoustic constraint reduced the noise further at the expense
of efficiency.

Figures 18 and 19 show the efficiency, RPM, and blade shape
characteristics of the A-weighted, out-of-plane predictions for
the C24ND, no acoustic constraint, and target efficiency de-

(a) RPM and chord length design property sweeps of total
OASPL.

(b) RPM and collective design property sweeps of total OASPL.

(c) Chord length and collective design property sweeps of total
OASPL.

Figure 13: Design property sweeps of chord length, collec-
tive, and RPM of total, A-weighted, out-of-plane OASPL.

sign optimizations, respectively. Figure 18 shows that the
tonal noise source is the primary noise source for the C24ND
and the no acoustic constraint optimization results in signif-
icantly lower tonal noise, reducing it well below the broad-
band noise. This is similar to the unweighted, in-plane ob-
server optimization. The acoustic constraint optimizations of
the A-weighted, out-of-plane optimizations start by reducing
both tonal and broadband noise, though broadband noise is
the driving factor. As the acoustic constraint becomes more
restrictive, the tonal noise falls faster than the broadband noise
until the point where the broadband noise is the only driving
factor of the noise optimization.

Comparing Figs. 14 and 18 demonstrates the impact of fre-
quency weighting and directivity on the tonal and broadband
noise curves. Generally, the overall level of tonal noise is sig-
nificantly reduced by more than 30 dB, while the overall level
of broadband noise remains unchanged. Figure 19 shows how
the broadband noise reduces twist in order to increase chord at
the outboard spanwise sections of the proprotor. This is due to
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(a) Efficiency during design optimization.

(b) RPM during design optimization.

Figure 14: Efficiency and RPM during design process of using
unweighted OASPL at an observer in the plane of the propro-
tor as the acoustic constraint.

(a) Blade twist.

(b) Blade chord.

Figure 15: Efficiency and RPM during design process of using
unweighted OASPL at an observer in the plane of the propro-
tor as the acoustic constraint.

the optimizations increasing chord length in order to increase
boundary layer size which decreases the frequency and ampli-
tude. This can be seen in Fig. 20, which shows the boundary
layer thickness and displacement thickness for the C24ND,
design without an acoustic constraint, and design with the tar-

(a) Prediction of tonal noise, unweighted, in-plane tonal SPL.

(b) Prediction of broadband noise, unweighted, in-plane briadband
SPL.

(c) Prediction of total noise, unweighted, in-plane total SPL.

Figure 16: Predictions of tonal noise only, broadband noise
only, and total unweighted SPL at an observer in the proprotor
plane.

get efficiency. The blade shape of the total noise optimization
is very similar to the broadband noise only noise optimiza-
tion, though some differences do exist in the chord length at
the midspan of the blade.

Figure 21 shows the tonal noise only, broadband noise only,
and total noise predictions for the C24ND, no acoustic con-
straint, and target efficiency for the optimization with an
acoustic constraint that includes A-weighting and an out-of-
plane observer position. Similar to the unweighted, in-plane
observer design optimization, the tonal noise starts with a sig-
nificant amount of higher harmonic content due to the vol-
ume at and speed of the tip of the proprotor. Comparing 16a
and 21a shows the impact of A-weighting and observer posi-
tion on the tonal noise, which is significant. Tonal predictions
of the C24ND show a reduction of the peak from approxi-
mately 90 dB to 65 dBA, while for the target efficiency from
approximately 70 dB to 35 dBA. Comparing 16b and 21b
shows the impact of A-weighting and observer position on the
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(a) Thickness noise.

(b) Loading noise.

Figure 17: Prediction of thickness and loading noise, un-
weighted, at an in-plane observer position.

(a) Efficiency during design optimization.

(b) RPM during design optimization.

Figure 18: Efficiency and RPM during design process of us-
ing A-weighted OASPL at an observer out of the plane of the
proprotor as the acoustic constraint.

broadband noise, which is much less significant when com-
pared to the tonal noise impact. Broadband predictions of the
C24ND and the target efficiency optimization cases show that
the peak remains relatively the same at 60 dB or 60 dBA, re-
spectively. A direct comparison is difficult due to the different

(a) Blade twist.

(b) Blade chord.

Figure 19: Twist and chord blade properties during proprotor
design process including an acoustic constraint of A-weighted
OASPL at an out-of-plane observer.

(a) Pressure side.

(b) Suction side.

Figure 20: Pressure and suction side boundary layer thick-
ness and displacement thickness predictions for the C24ND,
design without an acoustic constraint, and design with A-
weighted OASPL at an out-of-plane observer at the target ef-
ficiency.

metrics; however, from an overall impact on the design opti-
mization, this shows a deemphasis on the tonal noise whereas
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(a) Prediction of A-weighted tonal SPL.

(b) Prediction of A-weighted broadband SPL.

(c) Prediction of A-weighted total SPL.

Figure 21: Predictions of tonal noise only, broadband noise
only, and total A-weighted SPL at an observer out of the pro-
protor plane.

the broadband noise remains the same. Figure 21c shows
that, as expected, the tonal noise is impactful for the C24ND
even with A-weighting and an out-of-plane observer position;
however, the no acoustic constraint and the target efficiency
designs show lower levels of tonal noise when compared to
broadband noise. This, again, points to the importance of
broadband noise on the out-of-plane design optimizations.

Figure 19 gives the impression that the optimizer is converg-
ing on a design with a constant chord at several radial sta-
tions of the blade; however, this is a coincidence due to the
efficiency chosen for the target efficiency design. Figure 22
shows the twist and chord achieved during a series of design
optimizations that define the Pareto front shown in Fig. 18.
Also shown is the blade design for the target efficiency. The
design optimization keeps increasing chord at outboard span-
wise sections while increasing the twist along the entire blade
and decreasing RPM. If a more restrictive acoustic constraint
was chosen, in order to achieve a lower target efficiency, the
blade design may have a larger chord outboard than inboard.

The structural feasibility of that type of design is unclear, and
motivated the particular target efficiency value (0.83) used
here.

(a) Blade twist.

(b) Blade chord.

Figure 22: Twist and chord blade properties during proprotor
design process including an A-weighted OASPL at an out-
of-plane observer during a series of more restrictive acoustic
constraints. Arrows indicate a more restrictive acoustic con-
straint.

Out of all the design optimizations, the target efficiency cases
resulted in either a tonal noise dominant design or a broadband
noise dominant design. Figure 23 shows a schematic of differ-
ent combinations of observer position, frequency weighting,
and source noise included in the computation and delineate
which noise source is the dominant factor in the design. As
shown in the figure:

• When the optimization only included a constraint on
tonal noise, the target efficiency design was dominated
by tonal noise, regardless of the frequency weighting or
observer location.

• When including both tonal and broadband noise in the
design optimization, when either frequency weighting
or an out-of-plane observer was included in the acous-
tic constraint, tonal noise was the dominant factor.

• Only when both A-weighting and an out-of-plane ob-
server were included in the acoustic constraint does
broadband noise become the dominant factor.

This shows that for design optimization that includes percep-
tion, both more observer locations and frequency weighting
to assess community impact should be included.
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Figure 23: Source noise dominance as a result of optimiza-
tion for combinations of noise source, observer position, and
frequency weighting.

CONCLUSION

This paper studied the influence of observer position, fre-
quency weighting, and broadband noise on proprotor design
optimization in a forward flight configuration. It was shown
that broadband noise is only influential when an out-of-plane
observer position and A-weighting was included in the acous-
tic constraint of the design optimization. During optimiza-
tions where broadband noise was the main driver, the opti-
mizer increases the chord on outboard sections of the blade
while decreasing twist when compared to optimizations that
included only tonal noise. This resulted in an increase in size
of the boundary layer thickness, which resulted in a lower fre-
quency and lower amplitude broadband noise. In addition, the
tonal noise sources were significantly attenuated by both ob-
server position and A-weighting while broadband noise was
unaffected.

This paper demonstrates an important step toward a full vehi-
cle design optimization that includes all noise sources and a
perception constraint that captures community acceptance of
UAM vehicles. However, many important noise sources were
excluded from this current study. First, bluntness noise, which
is an important component of broadband self-noise, was not
included in this design. Also, important noise sources, such
as installation affects, rotor-wake interaction, blade-wake in-
teraction, and turbulence ingestion were also not included. It
is unclear how these will impact the design optimization of
UAM proprotors. In addition, a target efficiency of 0.83 was
studied here, but the impact of tonal and broadband can be dif-
ferent for a higher target efficiency. Investigating these caveats
will be left for future work.
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